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(Short thread) Victimization 
 
This is a perfect example of the victim complex suffered
by the white men of the GOP. 
 
We can respond with Trump's actual crimes & the
contents of the Mueller Report, and point out that no
president ever engaged in Trump level of law breaking.

The Hill
@thehill

Sen. Lindsey Graham: "I don't remember anyone treating John 
McCain the way they're treating Trump. I don't remember John 
McCain having to go through this crap every day all the time."

3,073 3:29 PM - Jul 18, 2019

5,817 people are talking about this

1/ Or we can talk about birtherism, Benghazi, “her emails" & the decades-long

hounding of the Clintons. 

 

Or “send her back.” 

 

But facts and logic often won’t work against emotionally based arguments.

2/ Graham is making an emotional plea that makes perfect sense to the Trump-Fox-

GOP. 

 

He’s also making it on the day more Trump World Crimes are in the news.  

Looks like Hope Hicks lied to Congress. 

And ⤵ 
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FBI believed Trump was closely involved in hush-money scheme, unse…
The FBI believed then-candidate Donald Trump was closely involved in a scheme
to hide hush money payments to adult film star Stormy Daniels, who claimed an
affair with Trump, court documents from the…

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/fbi-believed-trump-was-closely-involve…

3/ From Stanley: The dominant group feels victimized by encroaching equality

because the dominant group believes that nature forms a hierarchy. 

 

When “inferior” groups seek equality or asserts power, the dominant group thinks the

inferior group want to displace them at the top.

4/ So they feel like victims! (Poor Trump, right? sniffle sniffle) 

 

The GOP isn't taking us someplace entirely new.  

 

They’re trying to take us back to the time when the idea of paternalism was deeply

entrenched in much of American culture. 

 

They pine for what they lost.
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5/ They want to take us back to when paying hush money, exploiting young girls,

money laundering, and general grabbing and cheating were acceptable — if you were

white and male. 

 

Make America Great Again means take us back to the good old days ⤵  

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) What’s up with all Trump's lawbreaking? 
 
Spoiler: When you understand how the Trump family became 
wealthy, the meaning of MAGA becomes clear. 
 
I’ll explain. Sources in links and (well researched books) 
 
Friedrich, DJT’s grandfather, left Germany in 1885. . .

1,996 3:54 PM - Dec 6, 2018

1,634 people are talking about this

6/ Or see 👇 

 

 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Rapists, Sexual Abusers, and Making America Great 
Again 
 

Roy Moore 
Covering for Jeffrey Epstein  
Defending Brett Kavanaugh. 
Grabbing ‘em by the P— 

And more. 
 
People are aghast, wondering how the GOP can approve of 
perverts and molesters?" 
 
I can tell you.  twitter.com/djrothkopf/sta…

David Rothkopf @djrothkopf
President accused multiple times of rape appoints cabinet secretary 
who covered up crimes of rapist pedophile who was a good friend of 
the president (and whose interest in young girls the president used to 
joke about).  Most sordid story in US presidential history ever?
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• • •

End/  

 

(Sorry, I had a bad link, so I had to fix this tweet)


